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Introduction
This document explains how to use the ON Semiconductor NCS36510 evaluation kit (EVK).

The EVK comes pre-programmed with a demo application that allows customers easy access to the transceiver radio (805.15.4 PHY), ADC, and FLASH programming through a custom Graphical User Interface (GUI).

The EVK hardware also functions as a development platform when used in conjunction with the NCS36510 SDK. Access to the SDK can be requested through sales.

A command line interface (CLI) for the 802.15.4 MAC level access exists and can also be requested through sales. However this tool is not very popular with customers as most application developers proceed straight to the SDK.

This document does not cover the SDK or the MAC CLI interface.

Evaluation Kit Contents
The evaluation kit contains the following items:
• 2 NCS36510 Evaluation Boards
• 2 USB-A to USB-mini Cables

HW Requirements
The following items are necessary to use the EVK:
• 1 or 2 PC(s) Running Windows 7 or Higher (32 or 64 bit) with 2 Unused USB Ports
• 2 NCS36510 Evaluation Boards
• 2 USB-A to USB-mini Cables

SW Requirements
The following software is required to use this evaluation kit:
• FTDI USB Driver for Virtual Com Port
• ON Semiconductor GUI

USB Driver
The user can attempt to skip this USB driver installation as Windows should automatically download it the first time the GUI is invoked. However if the user chooses this method they need to wait patiently for up to three minutes while Windows downloads and installs the proper driver.

Most users choose the automatic method. But if you want to pre-install the USB driver see Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. USB DRIVER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Graphical User Interface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. GUI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hardware Overview
The evaluation kit contains two boards which are ready to use right out of the box. One evaluation board (EVB) consists of one NCS36510 RF module soldered to one mother board as shown in Figure 1.

Power and communication are handled by a USB virtual COM port.
The motherboard provides two regulated voltages derived from the USB power supply to power the evaluation board. One is VDD which defaults to 3.0 V, and the other is for VDDIO which defaults to 3.3 V. On the evaluation board, the RF Power Amplifier (PA), is connected to the VDD supply.

To simplify active current measurements, a current sensor has been added to the motherboard. This is shown in Figure 1. An oscilloscope or digital multi-meter (DMM) can be used to measure the voltage on this test point (TP1). The voltage represents the active mode current through the following equation:

\[ I_{VDD} = \frac{V(TP1)}{R_{sense}} = \left( \frac{9.1 \, \Omega}{V(TP1)} \right) \]

Some power supply current transients may be difficult to measure due to the finite bandwidth and slew rate capability of the current sensor amplifier.

Two header banks are provided to allow access to the on chip ADC inputs and available chip GPIO’s. This is shown in Figure 1.

Serial Wire Debug (SWD) access is also provided as shown on the motherboard. Debugging is not required when using the EVK. The header is provided so the EVK hardware can also be used as a development platform when combined with the SDK and a suitable MCU debugger.

**EVK and GUI Setup**

If this is the first time using the NCS36510 EVK the user will need to install the FTDI driver needed to open the virtual COM port to communicate with the evaluation boards. This must be done on both computers if two computers are used.

Windows should find and install the necessary USB drivers when the evaluation board (EVB) is plugged into the PC, however this may take several minutes. Once Windows confirms the device is ready to use, the user can start using the GUI (see following sections). If the drivers do not install automatically, or there are apparent driver issues, see Table 1 to manually download and install the drivers.

No additional hardware setup is needed. When the USB cable is plugged in to the PC(s), upon initializing the GUI it will automatically connect to the boards and be ready for use as shown in the following sections.
Graphical User Interface

The following sections provide examples of how to use the GUI with the NCS36510 EVK.

To start the GUI:
1. Ensure the NCS36510 EVB is connected to the PC(s) with a USB cable, and the appropriate drivers are installed. See Table 1 for USB driver information.
2. Open the GUI by double clicking the NCS36510_GUI.exe icon located on your desktop.

After opening the GUI please refer to sections “GUI Example - Receiver” through “GUI Example - FLASH Program” of this document for instructions on how to use the different operational modes of the NCS36510 supported by the GUI. The following figure depicts what to expect when the GUI starts.

![GUI Main Page](image)

**Figure 2. GUI Main Page**
GUI Example – Receiver

The purpose of this section is to display an example of how to configure the NCS36510 as an 802.15.4 receiver using the GUI.

1. From the “Main” tab, select the “Receive” tab, the “Receive” page will look as shown in Figure 3.
2. Set the required parameters for the receiver. In this case the only required parameter is the desired channel. To do this select the channel from the “Channel” drop down menu, and click “Set”. Ensure that the receiving board’s channel matches that of the transmitting board.
3. Next the receiver must be turned on to start to receive packets. This is done by pressing the Receiver Mode “Start” button. This will leave the receiver on continuously and will receive any valid 802.15.4 data on the given channel.

Figure 3. GUI–Receive–Interface
4. Once all desired packets are received turn off the receiver by clicking the “Stop” button. At this point one can check the LOI for the last packet received by pressing the top “Read” button.

NOTE: After step 2 is completed, the user can read the energy level of the selected channel by pressing the second read button. Please note that the Energy Detect (ED) is a single sample of the energy in the air on the selected channel. The ED is not synchronized in any way to any data being sent from another EVB (or other packet generator), so it is difficult to get a valid reading for ED with asynchronously sent packet data. However when the transmitter is sending a tone in CW mode, the ED value will work for every sample as there is no timing involved.

5. The Copy to Clipboard button can be used to copy the data that is received in the data box, to your Windows clipboard.

Figure 4. GUI—Receive—Packet Received Example
Figure 5. GUI−Receive−LQI/ED Example
GUI Example – Transmitter

The purpose of this section is to provide an example of how to use the NCS36510 as a transmitter using the GUI.

1. Ensure the NCS36510 EVB is physically connected and the GUI is opened as described in section “Graphical User Interface”.
2. From the default “Main” tab select the “Transmit” tab. The “Transmit” page will look as shown in Figure 6.
3. Set the following required parameters for the transmitter.
   a.) Set the desired transmitter channel by selecting the channel from the “Channel” drop down menu, then press the respective “Set” button. Ensure that the transmitting board’s channel matches that of the receiving board.
   b.) Set the desired output power by selecting the power level from the “Transmission Power” drop down menu, then press the respective “Set” button.
   c.) Set the desired payload by entering a message into the “Set Payload to be Transmitted” text field. By default the payload is set to “Enter Message Here”.
4. Once all parameters are set, the user can begin to transmit packets. The GUI supports two transmission modes. The two available modes are:
   a.) “Transmit periodically” which will transmit a finite number of packets with a given delay interval between transmission. To transmit in this mode one must set the number of packets to send in the “Number of Packets” text field as well as the delay interval in the “Delay between Packets (ms)” text field. It is important to note that one must enter a packet count greater then 0, and a delay that is greater than 200 milliseconds. Once these values are entered, press the “Tx” button to start the transmission.

![GUI Example - Transmitter Interface](image)

Figure 6. GUI–Transmitter–Interface
b.) “Transmit Forever” which will continuously transmit packets until the transmitter is turned off (technically it will stop at 0xFFFF (65,535) packets). To transmit in this mode one must press the “Start” button. It is important to note that once the “Start” button is pressed, one must press the “Stop” button to disable the transmitter before being able to do anything else with the NCS36510 EVB.

![Figure 7. GUI—Transmit—Periodically](image-url)
NOTE: One can perform a clear channel assessment once the channel is set. This is done by pressing the “Read” button to the right of the “Clear Channel Assessment” text field. Please note that the Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) is a single sample of the energy in the air on the selected channel. The CCA measurement is not synchronized in any way to any data being sent from another EVB (or other packet generator), so it is difficult to get a valid reading for CCA with asynchronously sent packet data. However when the transmitter is sending a tone in CW mode, the CCA value will work for every sample as there is no timing involved.

GUI Example - Random Payload Mode
The purpose of this section is to provide an example of how to use the NCS36510 as a transmitter using the GUI while transmitting a continuous random payload.

1. Ensure the NCS36510 EVB is physically connected and the GUI is opened as described in section “Graphical User Interface”.
2. From the default “Main” tab select the “Transmit” tab. The “Transmit” page will look like section “GUI Example – Transmitter”, Figure 6.
3. Set the following required parameters for the transmitter.
   a.) Set the desired transmitter channel by selecting the channel from the “Channel” drop down menu, then press the respective “Set” button. Ensure that the transmitting board’s channel matches that of the receiving board.
   b.) Set the desired output power by selecting the power level from the “Transmission Power” drop down menu, then press the respective “Set” button.
4. Press the “Enable Random Payload Mode”, the “Transmit” tab will change and look as follows:

![Image of GUI Example - Transmit Payload Forever](image)

Figure 8. GUI–Transmit–Payload Forever
5. Enter the length of the payload that you want to transmit in the appropriate field and then press the “Set” button.

6. To start transmitting the random payload press the “Start” button.

Figure 9. GUI–Transmit–Random Payload Mode
Figure 10. GUI—Transmit—Random Payload Mode Start
GUI Example – Transmitter Continuous Wave

The purpose of this section is to show how to use the Transmitter in Continuous wave mode using the GUI.
1. Ensure the NCS36510 EVB is physically connected and the GUI is opened as described in section “Graphical user Interface”.
2. From the default “Main” tab select the “Transmit” tab. The “Transmit” page will look like the one shown in Section: GUI Example – Transmitter, Figure 6.
3. In order to get to continuous wave mode press the “Continuous Wave” radio button that will result in the “Transmit Tab” to change and the “Transmit” page will look as shown in Figure 11.
4. Set the following required parameters for the transmitter.
a.) Set the desired transmitter channel by selecting the channel from the “Channel” drop down menu, then press the respective “Set” button.
b.) Set the desired output power by selecting the power level from the “Transmission Power” drop down menu, then press the respective “Set” button.
5. To transmit in this mode one must press the “Start” button. It is important to note that once the “Start” button is pressed, one must press the “Stop” button to disable the transmitter before being able to do anything else with the NCS36510 EVB.

Figure 11. GUI–Transmit–Continuous Wave Transmit Mode
Figure 12. GUI–Transmit–Continuous Wave Transmit Mode Start
NOTE: The proper functioning of the “Continuous Transmit Mode” can be checked using a new instance of the GUI for the NCS36510. In order to do this plug in another NCS36510 EVB and start another instance of the NCS36510 GUI. In this new instance, go to the receive mode tab and select the channel corresponding to the channel on which the Continuous wave is being transmitted; this can be done by following the instructions mentioned in section “GUI Example – Receiver”. After this press the “read” button next to the “Energy Detect Level” option, if the continuous wave mode is functioning properly then a non-zero energy should be detected on that specific channel as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. GUI–Receive–Continuous Wave Energy Detect Level
GUI Example – ADC

The purpose of this section is to provide an example of how to use the ADC on the NCS36510 using the GUI.
1. Ensure the NCS36510 is physically connected as described in Section “EVK and GUI Setup” above.
2. Open the GUI by double clicking the NCS36510_GUI.exe icon located on your desktop.
3. Select the “ADC” tab as shown in Figure 2, the “ADC” page will look as shown in Figure 14.
4. Set the following required parameters for the ADC.
   a.) Set the scale factor by selecting the desired factor from the “Scale Factor” drop down menu.
   b.) Set the ADC input channel my selecting the desired channel from the “ADC Input” drop down menu.
5. Once the required parameters are selected, press the “Set” button.
6. The next step is to enter the number of samples desired in the “Number of Samples” text field. It is important to note that the number of samples must be greater than zero.
7. The last step is to perform the ADC read. This is done by pressing the ADC Sample “Start” button. The following is an example of an ADC read.

![GUI-ADC-Interface](image-url)
Figure 15. GUI–ADC–Reading Example
GUI Example – FLASH Program

The purpose of this section is to provide an example of how to program an application onto the NCS36510 using the GUI.

NOTE: It is recommended that you only connect one board while using the functionality.

1. Ensure the NCS36510 is physically connected as described in Section “EVK and GUI Setup” above.
2. Open the GUI by double clicking the NCS36510_GUI.exe icon located on your desktop.
3. Select the “FLASH Program” tab as shown in Figure 2, the “FLASH Program” page will look as shown in Figure 16.
4. On this page the GUI provides the user the capability to program the connected board. Press the “Browse” button next to the “File Path to Bin” and navigate to the binary file. This binary file should have an extension type of “.bin”. If an invalid file extension is selected the user will be prompted with an error.
5. Press the “Browse” button next to the “File Path to Fib” and navigate to the FIB (Firmware Information Block) file. This fib file should have an extension type of “.txt”. The FIB file should have been included with the binary. Both files are required to update the firmware.
6. Press the “FLASH” button and wait for the installation process to conclude. Once the process has concluded the following pop up should emerge.
7. Disconnect and reconnect the USB cable from the board being programmed. This is done in order to power on reset the board to trigger a reboot. Then press the “OK” button and wait for the following pop up to emerge.
8. Press the “OK” button and the program will restart in order to provide the user with the initial GUI interface as shown in Figure 2.

NOTE: If after step 7 the program prompts you that the programming was unsuccessful, follow the instructions on the screen in order to re-program the board to a default version which should allow you to continue using the board with a known good firmware image. If this also fails, please contact sales for support.

Figure 16. GUI–FLASH Program–Interface
Figure 17. GUI–FLASH Program–Power Cycle Board Popup

Figure 18. GUI–FLASH Program–Successful
The board is provided to you subject to the license and other terms per onsemi.com. The evaluation board/kit (research and development board/kit) (hereinafter the "board") is not a finished product and is not available for sale to consumers. The board is only intended for research, development, demonstration and evaluation purposes and will only be used in laboratory/development areas by persons with an engineering/technical training and familiar with the risks associated with handling electrical/mechanical components, systems and subsystems. This person assumes full responsibility/liability for proper and safe handling. Any other use, resale or redistribution for any other purpose is strictly prohibited.

**THE BOARD IS PROVIDED BY ONSEMI TO YOU "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES WHATSOEVER. WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, ONSEMI (AND ITS LICENSORS/SUPPLIERS) HEREBY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES IN RELATION TO THE BOARD, ANY MODIFICATIONS, OR THIS AGREEMENT, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY AND ALL REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, AND THOSE ARISING FROM A COURSE OF DEALING, TRADE USAGE, TRADE CUSTOM OR TRADE PRACTICE.**

onsemi reserves the right to make changes without further notice to any board.

You are responsible for determining whether the board will be suitable for your intended use or application or will achieve your intended results. Prior to using or distributing any systems that have been evaluated, designed or tested using the board, you agree to test and validate your design to confirm the functionality for your application. Any technical, applications or design information or advice, quality characterization, reliability data or other services provided by onsemi shall not constitute any representation or warranty by onsemi, and no additional obligations or liabilities shall arise from onsemi having provided such information or services.

onsemi products including the boards are not designed, intended, or authorized for use in life support systems, or any FDA Class 3 medical devices or medical devices with a similar or equivalent classification in a foreign jurisdiction, or any devices intended for implantation in the human body. You agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless onsemi, its directors, officers, employees, representatives, agents, subsidiaries, affiliates, distributors, and assigns, against any and all liabilities, losses, costs, damages, judgments, and expenses, arising out of any claim, demand, investigation, lawsuit, regulatory action or cause of action arising out of or associated with any unauthorized use, even if such claim alleges that onsemi was negligent regarding the design or manufacture of any products and/or the board.

This evaluation board/kit does not fall within the scope of the European Union directives regarding electromagnetic compatibility, restricted substances (RoHS), recycling (WEEE), FCC, CE or UL, and may not meet the technical requirements of these or other related directives.

**FCC WARNING – This evaluation board/kit is intended for use for engineering development, demonstration, or evaluation purposes only and is not considered by onsemi to be a finished end product fit for general consumer use. It may generate, use, or radiate radio frequency energy and has not been tested for compliance with the limits of computing devices pursuant to part 15 of FCC rules, which are designed to provide reasonable protection against radio frequency interference. Operation of this equipment may cause interference with radio communications, in which case the user shall be responsible, at its expense, to take whatever measures may be required to correct this interference.**

onsemi does not convey any license under its patent rights nor the rights of others.

**LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY:** onsemi shall not be liable for any special, consequential, incidental, indirect or punitive damages, including, but not limited to the costs of requalification, delay, loss of profits or goodwill, arising out of or in connection with the board, even if onsemi is advised of the possibility of such damages. In no event shall onsemi’s aggregate liability from any obligation arising out of or in connection with the board, under any theory of liability, exceed the purchase price paid for the board, if any.

The board is provided to you subject to the license and other terms per onsemi’s standard terms and conditions of sale. For more information and documentation, please visit www.onsemi.com.